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F-SECURE SECURITY CLOUD IN BRIEF

The F-Secure Security Cloud (later: Security Cloud) is a cloud-based system for cyber threat analysis, designed, developed, and operated by F-Secure Corporation. At its core, the Security Cloud is a constantly-evolving repository of malware and other cyber threat-related data. Millions of endpoint clients, cloud-based systems, and internet-connected smart devices provide us with data to be analyzed. We then refine the data further, thanks to algorithms for threat intelligence, artificial intelligence, as well as the latest developments in machine learning. This deep analysis is carried out with the greatest respect to privacy and anonymity.

Every device that utilizes the Security Cloud benefits reciprocally from this data. The Security Cloud is comprised of multiple different components, each offering different benefits. These components are used in a multitude of different products, from endpoint clients to products protecting cloud-based systems. For example, threats that mobile devices encounter might produce data and give insights that contribute to protecting corporate networks of Fortune 500 companies, and vice versa. As the Security Cloud relies on data gathered from user devices to provide the service, F-Secure ensures that data protection and privacy policies are strictly upheld. Data collected from users is anonymized and no personally identifiable or other sensitive information is gathered. You can find more information about our data protection and privacy policies from the Security Cloud Privacy Policy.

The Security Cloud is a constantly-evolving system. For this reason, the information in this document, including features and metrics, is subject to change. We update this document whenever major changes are made to the system. You can find the latest version of this document on the F-Secure website.
THE BENEFITS OF THE SECURITY CLOUD

Threat data from swarm attacks form a real-time protective network globally

New online threats are emerging all the time, and any user or company may encounter a new threat at any time. With a Security Cloud-enabled product, threat data goes directly to the Security Cloud; this includes the results of local analysis, behavioral and other metadata, as well as samples of files and web addresses. This data is further improved when other users encounter the same or similar threats. This makes it possible to create more effective and generic detections that provide protection from previously unseen but similar threats. All users of Security Cloud-enabled products subsequently benefit from this data and receive protection faster and more accurately. The Security Cloud forms an extensive protective network that grows more intelligent over time, and as more and more data feeds into the network and gets analyzed.

A winning combination of cloud analysis, human intelligence, and offline malware engines

Traditional cyber security products rely mainly on malware analysis engines installed locally on the device. Our latest product offerings combine traditional approaches to local analysis coupled with real-time analysis in the Security Cloud. The Security Cloud utilizes advanced technology and data that is unavailable on products locally, due to the computing resources required to perform machine learning on big datasets and dynamic analysis. This technology provides up-to-date information about new threats before they have been incorporated into commonly used threat databases.

Since F-Secure partners with numerous Fortune 500 companies, our consultants have the unique advantage of gaining access to the very cutting edge of malware when it is used – unsuccessfully – against our customers. This data is also fed into the Security Cloud, further increasing its value to other companies and users.

Strong protection with a light footprint for mobile devices

We understand that users are very sensitive to any kind of negative effects protection has on their devices. This is why mobile protection needs to be battery-efficient without sacrificing the quality of protection. The Security Cloud can operate as the sole engine for lightweight products that only require users to give their consent when uploading certain files for analysis. Only a fraction of the files from users are uploaded, as in most cases the safety of the file can be analyzed with existing data. This behavior is resource-saving and optimal for mobile devices.

Strong protection for IoT devices

IoT devices in the home network can be protected with security software embedded on the router, providing browsing protection, tracking protection, botnet protection, and smart home security – all provided by the Security Cloud. Smart home security blocks malicious or compromised connections to and from smart home or IoT devices based on the URL or host name reputation. Tracking protection prevents tracking sites from following surfing habits and collecting data about users.

Botnet protection blocks traffic from compromised devices to an attacker’s Command and Control center, adding another layer of detailed information about an infection. In addition, IoT devices can be protected with more advanced features such as advanced smart home security. This type of advanced feature blocks traffic from smart home or IoT devices based on the behavior analysis carried out on network activity in case anomalies are detected.
Advanced analysis for collaboration protection

Products that provide cloud-based collaboration for corporate customers rely heavily on the Security Cloud to carry out multi-stage analysis of the content. The analysis is a layered process that is triggered by the suspiciousness of the content, such as an email or calendar invite in the Microsoft Office 365 environment. Suspicious or unknown files are subjected to a deeper analysis with our cloud sandboxing technology, designed to prevent zero-day malware attacks and other advanced threats. The cloud sandbox runs the file to analyze its behavior. By focusing analysis on malicious behavior rather than static identifiers, the cloud sandbox can identify and block even the most sophisticated zero-day malware and exploits.

Multiple independent analysis methods ensure reliable analysis and elimination of false positives

The Security Cloud includes a comprehensive archive of files and web addresses. This collection is updated by several independently sourced sample feeds. Malicious and suspicious files uploaded for analysis by users of Security Cloud-enabled products form a part of this collection. A limited collection of common clean files is also included in this collection. The Security Cloud makes its final assessment based on multiple independent data sources and methods for dynamic and static analysis. This method makes it robust and less vulnerable to false positives than an anti-malware solution from a single source. The Security Cloud also periodically reanalyzes frequently encountered samples by using the latest information available to ensure continued accuracy.

Tracking malware behavior globally allows timely and precise mitigation of the impacts of malware

Real-time, global threat maps help us conduct timely and precise malware mitigation. With every client that communicates with the Security Cloud, we gain a granular, real-time view of how malware is distributed across the world, down to individual neighborhoods and devices. We can act quickly and perform targeted counter measures with our partners, without compromising the privacy of our users and the operations of business customers.

The Security Cloud saves on resources

Less computing power required

Security Cloud-enabled products can offload tasks to the Security Cloud that require heavy analysis computationally. This saves resources, and thus battery life, which is crucial on mobile devices and in other restricted environments, such as integrated cloud services, where heavy analysis of local malware is not possible.

Less device storage needed

The Security Cloud allows users to protect themselves without analysis engines taking up space on their local devices. This type of solution is ideal for devices where storage space is scarce, such as mobile devices, appliances, and tablets.

Bandwidth saved

The Security Cloud saves significant amounts of bandwidth by reducing or eliminating the need to update definition databases on the local device. Products with local engines need to update their definition databases frequently to have the latest information available.

Faster detection speed

Products with local engines receive periodic updates to their definition databases. However, the frequency at which these updates arrive cannot be compared to the reaction speed of cloud-based systems. Because the Security Cloud relies on a cloud-based reputation database, new detections are instantly available for all clients using the Security Cloud services.
The Security Cloud provides a range of independent services, and different products employ different sets of these services. This allows F-Secure to maintain a comprehensive portfolio of varying products on different operating systems that all benefit from cloud threat intelligence. Furthermore, the Security Cloud is continuously enhanced by technologies that include the latest malware analysis. The improved protection capabilities of the Security Cloud become available immediately to all Security Cloud-enabled products without the need of client upgrades or user actions.

**HOW DOES THE SECURITY CLOUD WORK?**

**Overview**

The Security Cloud is an online service that protects customer devices; that is, computers, mobile devices, routers, and other internet-connected devices that are present in people’s homes and offices today. The picture below provides an overview of the Security Cloud’s key functions.

**The Security Cloud on the client side**

The Security Cloud provides various services that individual security components on the client side can connect to. These client-side components are developed by F-Secure. Products using the Security Cloud are mainly developed by F-Secure, but some third parties may have an agreement with F-Secure to utilize one or more of these services in their own products and services.

**Reputation services**

One of the core components of the Security Cloud is F-Secure Karma™, the object reputation service, which assesses the safety of objects, thus avoiding a need for deeper analysis. Karma enables clients to query the reputation of computer networks, files, and web addresses. Files are checked by calculating their cryptographic hash and sending them to the reputation service. Web addresses are anonymized before sending them to the reputation service.

As site categorization is included for web addresses, the contents of the website can be identified. This allows for enhanced online banking security and parental controls, for example. The Security Cloud may request additional metadata or a sample of the previously unseen content for further analysis. Clients respond to such requests according to their user preferences and privacy policies.
Sample analysis services

Lightweight products rely mainly on F-Secure Mind™ for malware analysis. Mind, which is the Security Cloud’s sample analysis service, works in conjunction with the reputation service Karma. If the reputation of a file is previously unknown, the client may be asked to upload the sample-related metadata to the Security Cloud for analysis. The results of the analysis may cause the sample to be flagged as suspicious and to be uploaded for further processing. Once the potentially heavy analysis, including the behavioral analysis, is done, every Security Cloud client subsequently benefits from the analysis and avoids waiting for the results.

Sample archive

F-Secure’s sample archive contains files that the Security Cloud has received from a variety of sources. Both malicious and suspicious files may be present in this collection. Malicious files are generally archived permanently, whereas suspicious files are removed once they are not deemed malicious. A collection of highly common clean files is also maintained. Clean files from customer devices are not stored permanently.

Systems for malware analysis

Today’s rapidly developing threat landscape requires a highly automated approach to malware analysis. Files and web addresses classified as suspicious are received from many sources and go through multi-layered analysis. This includes, but is not limited to, metadata analysis, structural analysis, statistical analysis, and behavioral monitoring. For example, software executables can be both statistically analyzed for malicious patterns, as well as executed in isolated sandboxes where their real behavior can be tracked for suspicious activity. The Security Cloud’s algorithms examine sample metadata and analysis results, and either perform further analysis, or classify the object as either clean or malicious. Rare unclear cases can be flagged for manual inspection and may be examined by human experts for research purposes.
PRIVACY PRINCIPLES

We minimize the upstream of technical data
Data about customer devices is not collected and transferred unless the data is essential for providing the protection service.

We do not upstream personal data
The system is designed not to send any information that can identify a person using a device that communicates with the Security Cloud. Such data is not needed for the operation of the Security Cloud. Security Cloud-enabled clients use several algorithms to prevent private data from being transmitted and from filtering out such data from web addresses and file paths, for example.

We use anonymous identifiers
Clients generate unique anonymous identifiers that cannot be tied to the identity of the user, license owner, or device owner. These kinds of identifiers are used when repetitive connections from the same device need to be tracked.

We prevent the consolidation of backend data
Clients use several different unique anonymous identifiers for different connections to the Security Cloud. This makes it impossible for F-Secure to profile users by comparing user identifiers from different systems.

We never store IP addresses
Customers’ IP addresses are never stored.

We do not trust the network
All network transfers are encrypted using strong encryption methods.

Privacy principles
Privacy is one of F-Secure’s core values for all development and operations of the Security Cloud. We only ever collect the minimal amount of data required for providing the service. Our principle is that every transferred bit must be justifiable from a threat-fighting perspective, and that data is also never collected for presumed future needs. The following table documents our privacy principles in full detail.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SECURITY PRINCIPLES</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secure by design</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data encryption</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Separated malware environments</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Professional monitoring</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limited access</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>An open attitude</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See also:

ABOUT F-SECURE

Nobody has better visibility into real-life cyber attacks than F-Secure. We’re closing the gap between detection and response, utilizing the unmatched threat intelligence of hundreds of our industry’s best technical consultants, millions of devices running our award-winning software, and ceaseless innovations in artificial intelligence. Top banks, airlines, and enterprises trust our commitment to beating the world’s most potent threats.

Together with our network of the top channel partners and over 200 service providers, we’re on a mission to make sure everyone has the enterprise-grade cyber security we all need. Founded in 1988, F-Secure is listed on the NASDAQ OMX Helsinki Ltd.

f-secure.com/business | twitter.com/fsecure | linkedin.com/f-secure